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● (1145)

[English]
The Chair (Mr. Francis Scarpaleggia (Lac-Saint-Louis,

Lib.)): I call the meeting to order.

I'd like to welcome Mr. Benzen, who is here substituting for Mr.
Seeback.

Mr. Bob Benzen (Calgary Heritage, CPC): I'm happy to be
here, Chair.

The Chair: Before we get started, I would just like to mention to
the members that it looks like the ministers Wilkinson and Guil‐
beault are not available on May 12, as we had expected. We're
working on another date, and we'll schedule them in at some other
time. On May 12, we'll probably just continue reviewing the nucle‐
ar waste report.

At the last meeting we adopted the estimates, and I assume you
would like me to report our votes back to the House. It wasn't spec‐
ified, unfortunately. I'll do that tomorrow.

Just as a heads-up, at one o'clock I'll be asking whether members
want to stop at one or continue a bit longer. You can let me know
then.

I would just like to mention that there are no opening statements.
We have representatives from the Department of the Environment
and the Department of Finance. We have Hilary Geller, Saba
Khwaja and Joyce Yuan from environment. From finance, we have
Miodrag Jovanovic, Oliver Rogerson and Nada Vrany.

We'll just get started with the rounds of questioning with Mr.
Carrie, for six minutes.

Mr. Colin Carrie (Oshawa, CPC): Thank you very much, Mr.
Chair.

I want to thank the witnesses for being here.

Given the news with Enbridge Line 5, we've seen that the previ‐
ous minister of natural resources did at least do the bare minimum.
The concern is that the government is not enforcing the pipeline
treaties.

I am very concerned about job losses. I note, Ms. Geller, that
you're in charge of the strategic policy branch. Considering that the
government is concerned...or that they do want to move towards
stopping the fossil fuel industry here in this country, what is the
strategy as far as a just transition to replace jobs that are going to be
lost due to government policy?

Ms. Hilary Geller (Assistant Deputy Minister, Strategic Poli‐
cy Branch, Department of the Environment): Thank you very
much for the question.

I am going to pass it to my colleague from NRCan, who is re‐
sponsible for just transition and those issues, if I could.

The Chair: I'm sorry to interrupt you, Ms. Geller.

Ms. Taylor Roy has her hand up. Is that a point of order?

Ms. Leah Taylor Roy (Aurora—Oak Ridges—Richmond
Hill, Lib.): Yes. Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I just want to be sure. Although we have department officials
here today, this is still the continuation of...or the last meeting of
our study on ending the subsidies on fossil fuels. Is that correct?

The Chair: Absolutely.

Ms. Leah Taylor Roy: Okay, I am just curious as to what that
question has to do with ending fossil fuel subsidies.

The Chair: I would concur that it's a bit of a stretch.

Mr. Carrie, I don't know how you want to link that to fossil fuel
subsidies, but I'll let you have a shot at doing that briefly.

Mr. Colin Carrie: Basically, different policies put stress on the
sector. Given the timeliness of the Line 5, Mr. Chair, I'm sure, as a
member of Parliament for Quebec—and I am a member of Parlia‐
ment for Ontario.... We have the opportunity to have officials in
front of us. This is extremely serious given the immediate effect on
gas prices and inflation. I am just hopeful that we do have a strate‐
gic plan moving forward.

If the NRCan official could please enlighten us, that would be
wonderful.

The Chair: You're asking whether fossil fuel subsidy policy
could help or hinder or whatever.

Mr. Colin Carrie: Absolutely. Thank you, Mr. Chair.

The Chair: Ms. Geller, give it your best shot. If you find it's not
germane, then we'll ask Mr. Carrie to ask another question.

Ms. Hilary Geller: Thank you, Mr. Chair.

These issues are actually covered by the Department of Natural
Resources, both the just transition and pipeline issues. I am hoping,
if she's able, to pass it to my colleague, Ms. Vrany.
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Ms. Nada Vrany (Director General, Petroleum Resources
Branch, Department of Natural Resources): I'm happy to re‐
spond.

The government has been very clearly supporting Enbridge in its
efforts to keep Line 5 open. As you're probably aware, government
officials have been working closely with U.S. officials under the
treaty. First of all, we had informal meetings and discussions. Then
the treaty itself was triggered last fall. Since then we've been hold‐
ing negotiations under the treaty, all with the objective of keeping
the pipeline open.

The government recognizes how important that pipeline is to the
four provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan, Quebec and Ontario. To
that end, we've been holding weekly or biweekly calls with provin‐
cial officials and Global Affairs. We have a team Canada approach
to this. We're very much concerned about the pipeline remaining
open, because it is so important.
● (1150)

Mr. Colin Carrie: It is extremely timely and I do thank you for
your comments.

I was wondering what the department has done in terms of esti‐
mating how eliminating fossil fuel subsidies or related tax measures
would impact things like fossil fuel production, greenhouse gas
emissions, employment in the fossil fuel industry, Canadian em‐
ployment in renewable energy and investment in industries. I was
wondering if you would be able to table any consultations that you
have done with industry.

Again, my questions are related to how it's going to affect jobs
and people working in the industry. In Ontario, as you're probably
well aware, up to 250,000 manufacturing jobs are related to
Canada's energy sector—good-quality union jobs. With this drive to
slow down production and the transition there are huge concerns
about it.

Ms. Nada Vrany: Are you going to jump in?

Hilary, go ahead.
Mr. Colin Carrie: Ms. Geller, it would be great if you want to

take the lead on that.
Ms. Nada Vrany: I can follow up if there's anything....
Ms. Hilary Geller: What I was going to say is that there's been

significant progress in meeting the government's commitment to
eliminate and rationalize inefficient fossil fuel subsidies in the tax
sector. There have been over eight tax measures so far—

Mr. Colin Carrie: Has there been consultation, though, with in‐
dustry?

Ms. Hilary Geller: Yes, I'm going to pass that—
Mr. Colin Carrie: Can you table that?
Ms. Hilary Geller: Yes. We'll pass that to Miodrag Jovanovic,

who is the ADM of tax at the Department of Finance. He's the most
familiar.

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic (Assistant Deputy Minister, Tax Poli‐
cy Branch, Department of Finance): Thank you for your ques‐
tion. I agree that this is an important question and actually an im‐

portant aspect of the question as to how to phase out fossil fuel sub‐
sidies.

On the tax side since 2007, if we include the recent proposal in
budget 2022 to phase out the flow-through shares for oil, gas and
coal exploration, that's nine tax ventures that have been phased out.

With respect to your specific question, the impact on jobs, for in‐
stance, and generally speaking the social and economic impact,
that's part of the assessment we make every time as we look at one
specific measure. When we present our advice to the Minister of Fi‐
nance, in this case, it does include that assessment. If there's any
doubt as to the importance of the potential effect of phasing out a
specific subsidy, that's where the design of the phase-out and the
time we give industry to adjust becomes quite important. When you
look back to 2007, in the way that these tax expenditures have been
eliminated very often there is a substantial period that is being pro‐
vided to adjust.

Mr. Colin Carrie: Mr. Chair, if the officials could actually pro‐
vide the estimates of the effects of eliminating these fossil fuel sub‐
sidies on the production, greenhouse gas emissions, employment,
renewable energy and investment in the industry, it would be great‐
ly appreciated. People are asking us for—

The Chair: I'm sorry. We're going to have to move on. We'll
make that request to the department. Hopefully we'll be able to get
that information.

We'll go to Ms. Taylor Roy now, please.

Ms. Leah Taylor Roy: Thank you very much, Mr. Chair.

Thank you to all the witnesses who are here today from the three
departments to answer our questions on the elimination of fossil fu‐
el subsidies.

I really want to address some of the international commitments
we have made and have not made regarding eliminating fossil fuel
subsidies, to better understand why our government has done some
things and not others, and what progress we're making on that.

I'd like to ask you about two in particular, and I'm not sure who
the best person is to respond. The first is the statement on interna‐
tional public support for the clean energy transition, which came
from COP26. As I understand it, we are a signatory, one of the ap‐
proximately 40 countries that signed on to that agreement.

The second one is the World Trade Organization statement on
fossil fuel subsidies, which to me seemed very similar in some re‐
spects, yet I believe Canada, at least when I last looked, had not
signed on to it. I'm not sure if we have now or if we had any partic‐
ular plans to sign on to it.
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I wonder if you could just speak a little bit about the role that the
statement on international public support for clean energy that we
signed plays in ending subsidies to the fossil fuel sector, and then
I'll follow up with you on the other one. Thank you.
● (1155)

Ms. Hilary Geller: I think it would be most helpful if Ms. Vrany
started on what we refer to as the Glasgow commitment, because
NRCan is leading the work on that.

On the WTO issue, my understanding is that the Department of
Finance is continuing to examine issues surrounding signing on to
that, so unless he tells me otherwise, I think that's likely Mr. Jo‐
vanovic.

Ms. Leah Taylor Roy: Thank you, Ms. Geller.
Ms. Nada Vrany: Thank you very much.

First of all, the statement the government committed to suggests
that the government will prioritize support for the clean energy
transition, consistent with the goals of the Paris Agreement and will
end support for unabated fossil fuel energy. The public finance in‐
stitutions operating in the international sphere will take a look at
their processes and their policies and adjust accordingly.

The statement was made in November. We have, since that time,
been working with other government departments very closely to
understand how it would apply and what policies would need to be
adjusted. We've also been speaking with our international counter‐
parts to understand, particularly in those cases where it's been ap‐
plied or implemented, what lessons they have learned. I would also
note that there are other countries that are at the same place we are,
which is that they are firmly in the grips of developing their imple‐
mentation policy.

We're advancing on this we and take it very seriously. It's very
important.

I hope I've answered your question, but please let me know.
Ms. Leah Taylor Roy: That's great, and I'm really encouraged to

hear that you are learning from best practices or what countries
have done on this, because I appreciate the fact that it talks about
prioritizing our support fully towards the clean energy transition. I
think that's very important.

Mr. Jovanovic, then, would you mind commenting on the WTO?
Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: Absolutely. Thank you.
Ms. Leah Taylor Roy: I see it as being complementary and real‐

ly important in terms of making sure we have a level playing field
with other countries.

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: Absolutely, I think that Canada recog‐
nizes the importance of creating momentum at the international lev‐
el in addition to Canada's commitment per se, which has been reaf‐
firmed and accelerated in this regard. We think we play a good and
key role, and Canada believes at this point that the role played
through the G7, G20 and APEC is crucial.

With respect to the WTO statement per se, we recognize that at
this point a relatively limited number of members have signed. I be‐
lieve the statement that was issued last December was signed by 15
members. Some key members like the United States are still not

there, so we're kind of in the process of assessing the value added
in terms of additional momentum and what it creates, really, to par‐
ticipate in the additional initiatives, given everything else that is be‐
ing done through other forums. This is something we continue to
look at, absolutely.
● (1200)

Ms. Leah Taylor Roy: Just as a quick follow-up, if I have time,
I realize that it's not a large number of signatories, perhaps, but it
does include the United Kingdom and the European Union, I be‐
lieve.

I think the thing about this agreement that I thought would be
helpful, perhaps, is that it talks about WTO transparency in report‐
ing that will enable the evaluation. I think, from the perspective of
the industry and us, it's important for us to be able to see what other
countries are doing and have that transparent reporting. I would en‐
courage the Department of Finance to look at that and perhaps be a
signatory to that as well.

Thank you.
The Chair: Thank you.

[Translation]

I now give the floor to Ms. Pauzé.
Ms. Monique Pauzé (Repentigny, BQ): Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I thank all the participants for attending the meeting.

My first questions will be for the representatives of the Depart‐
ment of Finance.

How can the Government of Canada commit to eliminating inef‐
ficient fossil fuel subsidies when your department dismissed the
Office of the Auditor General's recommendation that you define
them?

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: Thank you for the question.

I'd like to start by clarifying the Department of Finance's re‐
sponse to the Office of the Auditor General in 2019, I believe.

The Department of Finance disagreed with the Office of the Au‐
ditor General's statement that the department had not established a
definition of an inefficient subsidy.
[English]

We agreed to disagree on this.
[Translation]

The primary reason for our disagreement is that the Office of the
Auditor General expected to get a very prescriptive and clear defi‐
nition of an inefficient subsidy—

Ms. Monique Pauzé: Yes, but have you defined it, on your end?
That's what I want to know.

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: You must understand the way the De‐
partment of Finance assesses the concept of inefficiency.

We are currently conducting a review with Environment and Cli‐
mate Change Canada of fossil fuel subsidies, and as part of that ex‐
ercise, we are refining the concept of inefficiency, if I can put it that
way.
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That said, until 2018, the Department of Finance assessed taxa‐
tion measures based on the principles of efficiency and relevance.
In the context of a fossil fuel subsidy, we were looking specifically
at socio-economic, environmental and other effects to determine
whether a measure was efficient or not. The department took con‐
text into account. So it was a contextual analysis.

Ms. Monique Pauzé: Yes. You're talking about 2019, but I'd like
to go back to 2009, because that's when the Government of Canada
committed to eliminating inefficient fossil fuel subsidies. In all that
time, the government has yet to come up with a real definition.

In our sessions on this topic, we had witnesses who had a very
simple definition: any benefit to the oil and gas industry is a fossil
fuel subsidy.

I won't hide that I strongly disagree with your broad analysis of
inefficient subsidies. The ultimate goal is not to reduce oil's carbon
intensity, but to begin the transition. We have no choice but to make
that transition.

In addition, witnesses told us that Canada's financial support for
the oil and gas industry is 14.5 times higher than its financial sup‐
port for the renewable energy sector. This is basically a disincentive
to innovate in renewable energy. Are you restoring the balance be‐
tween funding to the oil and gas sector, which is currently far too
high, and the renewable energy sector, which is far too low?

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: If I may, I would like to clarify, be‐
cause I think there's confusion around some important concepts.

From at least 2009, the Department of Finance used a fairly clear
definition setting out the meaning of a fossil fuel subsidy in a tax
context. In fact, this definition was in the Office of the Auditor
General's report. There was no ambiguity.

For some years now, our annual report on tax expenditures has
included our understanding of it, of taxation measures that support
the production or consumption of fossil fuels. That was made clear.

The disagreement with the Office of the Auditor General lies in
the definition of an inefficient subsidy. This is where, again, the de‐
partment has—
● (1205)

Ms. Monique Pauzé: I see; that's where the misunderstanding
happened. I'll stop you there, because time is running out.

You outlined a number of elements for which you seem to have a
definition. Could you send those definitions to the committee? Ac‐
cording to witnesses, it seems quite complicated to get them.

I'm going back to the carbon capture and storage tax credit.
Some 400 scientists asked the government not to introduce this type
of tax credit. After all, this industry is not short on money. Even
former Environment Minister Catherine McKenna had serious
reservations about the tax credit. In early March, she said that it
was frustrating because the technologies that worked were already
known and therefore there was no need to wait. She said there was
no need for a tax credit intended for an already rich sector.

The government keeps saying it governs based on science. Why
it didn't listen to the scientific community before creating the tax
credit announced in the last budget?

The Chair: Mr. Jovanovic, you have 30 seconds to answer the
question.

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: The government's position on carbon
capture technology is very clear. The tax credit proposed in the last
budget is not an inefficient fossil fuel subsidy. In the emissions re‐
duction plan that the government recently put forward, it is clear
that this technology is critical to meeting the targets for 2030 and
then those for 2050.

One of the reasons we certainly think this is not an inefficient
subsidy is partly because of the way the credit was designed. For
example, an important feature of this tax credit is that it will not be
granted if the technology serves to increase per capita oil produc‐
tion.

The Chair: Thank you. That explains it better.

Mrs. Collins, you have the floor for six minutes.

[English]

Ms. Laurel Collins (Victoria, NDP): Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Maybe I could follow up on my colleague's questions on CCUS.
You said that this new fossil fuel subsidy...and it sounds like you
agree that it is a fossil fuel subsidy but not an inefficient fossil fuel
subsidy, according to your definitions, although your definitions
don't sound all that clear.

This can be given to profitable oil and gas companies who are in‐
creasing their production overall. Is that correct? While it can't be
used for enhanced oil recovery, it can be given—

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: Well, we are—

Ms. Laurel Collins: I'd like just a yes or no. Can it be given to
companies who are increasing their production?

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: The company may increase the pro‐
duction, but there's no direct link between that incentive and any in‐
centive to increase production.

Ms. Laurel Collins: Thank you.

ECCC has been working on a definition. What is the status of
that definition? Can you share it with the committee?

Ms. Hilary Geller: The work to put parameters around a defini‐
tion of “inefficient” is ongoing. I think it's interesting and instruc‐
tive to—

Ms. Laurel Collins: Thank you. Do you want to give me any
kind of timeline? If it's not done yet, how are you reviewing subsi‐
dies to be phased out by 2023?
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Ms. Hilary Geller: We're on a timeline to be able to provide ad‐
vice to the government so that it can make decisions in time to have
the phase-out of the non-tax inefficient fossil fuel subsidies done in
2023, as per their mandate commitments.

Ms. Laurel Collins: When will the definition be provided?
Ms. Hilary Geller: That's unclear at this time, because the work

is still under way.
Ms. Laurel Collins: Okay. Thank you.

I want to ask a few questions about public financing. In the man‐
date letters to the Minister of Finance, Minister of Environment and
Climate Change and Minister of Natural Resources, all of them
were instructed to work together to accelerate Canada's G20 com‐
mitment not only to eliminate fossil fuel subsidies by 2023 but also
to develop a plan to phase out public financing of the fossil fuel
sector.

How do each of your departments define public financing? Does
that include more than fossil fuel subsidies?
● (1210)

Ms. Hilary Geller: That work is still at the planning stage. We
are all working together on it, as per the mandate letters.

I will note that work that flows from the Glasgow commitment
that Ms. Vrany spoke about is a component of that, but we haven't
moved beyond to fully scope it at this point in time.

Ms. Laurel Collins: Is there any timeline for phasing out public
financing of the fossil fuel sector, especially including Export De‐
velopment Canada?

Ms. Hilary Geller: No, because it's still at the planning phase.
Ms. Laurel Collins: Okay, so there's no concept of any timeline

whatsoever looking forward.
Ms. Hilary Geller: The timeline as it's known today is attached

to the work that Ms. Vrany is doing coming out of the Glasgow
commitment.

Ms. Laurel Collins: Thanks.

The emissions reduction plan says Canada “is developing a plan
to phase out international public financing of the unabated fossil fu‐
el sector, including by federal Crown corporations.” We were talk‐
ing a little bit about CCUS. It's a form of emissions abatement.

Will there be any limits to federal supports or subsidies related to
CCUS?

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: With respect to the investment tax
credit, it is a tax credit, so it's provided through the Income Tax
Act. There's no cap per se. There is, however, a time limit. First, the
higher income tax credit rates will be enforced until the end of
2030. Then, from 2031 to the end of 2040, the rates will be cut in
half.

Ms. Laurel Collins: Thank you.

Under the plan being developed, will Export Development
Canada be expected to phase out financing for the fossil fuel sector
as a whole, or only unabated projects?

Ms. Hilary Geller: We'd anticipate that EDC would be part of
this public financing commitment that's still at the planning phase.
As for the—

Ms. Laurel Collins: When will the plan be completed?

Ms. Hilary Geller: I can't tell you that, because it's at a very ear‐
ly planning stage.

Ms. Laurel Collins: Okay.

On my question around abatement, it's important that the oil and
gas companies reduce their emissions intensity in production. Ideal‐
ly, that would be funded by them, since they're making record prof‐
its. Emissions from production are only a small fraction of our
overall emissions. Eventually the oil and gas is going to be burned,
even if that's not in Canada. Is the department tracking these down‐
stream emissions?

Ms. Hilary Geller: Ms. Vrany, I'm wondering if that's a question
for you. I'm not sure I understand it completely. I think it's about
tracking emissions—scope 1, 2 and 3.

Ms. Nada Vrany: So do I. I think some of your colleagues at
ECCC would be doing that, and various departments, depending on
if it's transportation or whatever.

Ms. Laurel Collins: Will these downstream emissions be some‐
thing you're taking into consideration when designing programs
that subsidize oil and gas?

Ms. Hilary Geller: I think the question of the creation of new
programs potentially is a very important one, and I can tell you that,
as part of our work to identify inefficient fossil fuel subsidies, we
are looking at ways to future-proof, if you like, any new programs
that are being created or any grants and contributions that come out
of any existing programs.

Ms. Laurel Collins: And so—

The Chair: We're out of time, Ms. Collins. I'm sorry about that.

Ms. Laurel Collins: Thank you so much, Mr. Chair.

The Chair: We have Mr. Dreeshen for five minutes, please.

Mr. Earl Dreeshen (Red Deer—Mountain View, CPC): Thank
you very much, Mr. Chair.

The first thing I'd like to do is put on the record a letter that we
all got from the Government of Saskatchewan last week. It says:

Please accept this letter, on behalf of the Government of Saskatchewan, as our
province’s expert witness submission for the Standing Committee on Environ‐
ment and Sustainable Development’s study of Fossil Fuel Subsidies (the Com‐
mittee).
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As per section 92A of The Constitution Act, the exploration, development, con‐
servation and management of non-renewable natural resources is provincial ju‐
risdiction. In executing this authority, the Government of Saskatchewan is, and
will continue to be, a proud supporter of the oil and gas sector, which prides it‐
self on working with industry, rights-holders, other stakeholders and Indigenous
communities and peoples, to develop Saskatchewan’s natural resources and pro‐
vide the world with ethical and sustainable energy products.

Again, they speak to the fact that:
The lack of any federal engagement, logical definitions and a clear scope for the
Committee make it difficult to form a complete response.

I think we've heard that this morning. It continues:
Saskatchewan does not share the extreme and ever-expanding definition of sub‐
sidies that some parties do and as an order of government, we believe
Saskatchewan is not bound to take actions in areas of exclusive provincial juris‐
diction based on unilateral commitments made by the federal government—par‐
ticularly commitments made without any prior meaningful engagement with the
province.

What level of consultation has been taking place with provinces
where the oil and gas industry is a critical part not only of their suc‐
cess but of that of this country?
● (1215)

Ms. Hilary Geller: If I could, I'll point to consultations that are
ongoing in the context of significant new initiatives that the govern‐
ment has announced, for example, the oil and gas emissions cap—

Mr. Earl Dreeshen: Excuse me, but that doesn't direct back to
the question I had about the previous ones. New initiatives, it's
great that they're talking about that.

I'm wondering. We hear a lot of, “This is what we're going to tell
you is going to happen,” but the provinces are looking at this and
saying, “I'm sorry, you're not doing that.” Maybe you want to talk
about what's going to happen in the future, but these are the subsi‐
dies and these are the questions that we have for today.

Can we relate it to that first?
Ms. Hilary Geller: As I said earlier, most of the work that has

happened so far in meeting the G20 commitment has happened on
the tax side. My colleague Mr. Jovanovic could talk about what the
consultation process is on the tax side. There have been oil sands
subsidies, etc., that have been eliminated on the tax side.

Mr. Earl Dreeshen: Certainly, and I appreciate that. Coming
from Alberta where, for over 20 years, we have had a carbon price
on emissions, which is what developed our carbon capture, utiliza‐
tion and storage programs, we understand that.

I'd like to move to another point. We have had EDC come in and
we've had discussions with them. The argument is that anything
that is ever loaned out to an oil company or to businesses is some
form of subsidy, which has been debunked by the corporation.

However, I want to use this line of reasoning. We have commit‐
ments, as a Canadian government—and we've had them for
decades—to do well in other countries, to take our human rights
records, to take our environmental expertise and to look at helping
them. That is part of our government strategy. That is a subsidy, if
you like, if you look at our international goals. That doesn't neces‐
sarily happen with other investors in other countries, but this is
something that Canadians do and have done for decades.

I'm curious to know if the bit of extra help that you might get on
a preferential loan and so on couldn't be considered as us doing our
part to help this world.

Ms. Hilary Geller: In the context of the work that is ongoing
right now to identify inefficient fossil fuel subsidies, I'll note that
EDC is not scoped in to that work because what they do does not
meet the definition of a subsidy. However, we would anticipate
looking at EDC in the context of the public financing commitment,
which is still at the planning stage.

Mr. Earl Dreeshen: Thank you.

It is important when we look at what is happening with the rela‐
tionship between Russia and China, and how all of the other coun‐
tries in the world are ramping up their coal development. We con‐
stantly hear from the minister, not to worry and that he's talked to a
few people who are in the EU and they're definitely onside to
change things. However, that isn't the reality of what is taking place
when we consider what is happening in Europe and when we con‐
sider the real actions that various countries are taking.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chair.

The Chair: Thank you, Mr. Dreeshen.

Go ahead, Ms. Thompson.

Ms. Joanne Thompson (St. John's East, Lib.): Thank you, Mr.
Chair.

Thank you to the witnesses today. I'd like to begin with the De‐
partment of Finance and whoever is most suited to jump in to an‐
swer the questions.

Could you speak to government's commitment to provide tax re‐
lief to businesses that create zero-emission technologies?

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: You're probably referring to the bud‐
get 2022 commitment to eventually introduce an investment tax
credit of up to 30% for clean technology. The approach here will be
to start discussing and do targeted outreach with experts to deter‐
mine what types of technologies would qualify for that credit.

I would note that there's already some base in the tax system in
this regard. For instance, in the previous budget, we introduced a
50% corporate income tax rate reduction for Canadian manufactur‐
ers of clean technology.

We also have what we call an accelerated capital cost allowance,
which essentially provides firms the ability to write off certain as‐
sets more quickly. That allows for full write-offs for investment in
clean energy technology, for instance. That's what we call class
43.2. and class 43.1.

I hope this answers your question.

● (1220)

Ms. Joanne Thompson: It does. Thank you.
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Still staying with budget 2022, could you detail the government's
plan to phase out flow-through shares for oil, gas and coal activi‐
ties?

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: Sure. The proposal is to essentially al‐
low contracts like flow-through share contracts entered until, I be‐
lieve, March 31 of next year, 2023, to still qualify for the flow-
through treatment. However, for the flow-through agreements in re‐
lation to oil and gas and coal, any agreement that will be entered
into after March 31, 2023, will no longer be eligible.

Ms. Joanne Thompson: Thank you.

This is my final question for you, sir.

Could you speak to why government has decided to deliver the
climate action incentive quarterly and how that change will be
made?

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: Yes. The climate action incentive pay‐
ment is how the federal government returns the proceeds, so the
federal fuel charge, essentially, in four provinces in Canada. About
90% of the fuel charge proceeds are being returned in these
provinces through the climate action incentive payment.

Until recently, Canadians were claiming that payment through
their tax returns. They received it just once a year. Now the govern‐
ment is moving that to quarterly benefits so that Canadians can get
that payment more regularly.

That's going to start in July of this year. For the first year, it's go‐
ing to cover the equivalent of six months of payments. Going for‐
ward, the payment will be provided on a quarterly basis, but always
at the beginning of the quarter, so it's going to still be an advance
payment, if you will.

Ms. Joanne Thompson: Thank you.

I'll turn now to the environment witnesses and whoever would
like to take the question.

Could you speak to what role the commitment on inefficient fos‐
sil fuel subsidies plays in supporting Canada's 2030 emissions re‐
duction plan and Canada's effort to cap oil and gas emissions?

I know this was referenced earlier, but just give the specifics to
this question.

Ms. Hilary Geller: Yes, thank you.

The commitment to set emission caps, I think, is separate from
the commitment on inefficient fossil fuel subsidies. There are a
number of commitments that relate to the oil and gas sector in the
ERP. Emission caps is one; methane is another, the clean fuel stan‐
dard, etc.

At the very highest level, inefficient fossil fuel subsidies are seen
to distort the market and make it less likely that the correct invest‐
ments aligned with the government's vision of a net-zero future
with a clean, reliable, affordable energy system will happen. At a
very high level, that's the goal of the exercise.

Ms. Joanne Thompson: Thank you.

If I can ask a final question, when will government complete its
peer review under the G20 process?

The Chair: Answer very briefly, please. Give just a date, if you
have one.

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: The objective is by the end of 2023.
It's also going to be dependent on the time frame with the OECD,
which is the chair of the process.

The Chair: Thank you.

[Translation]

Ms. Pauzé, you have the floor.

Ms. Monique Pauzé: Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I will now turn to representatives of the Department of the Envi‐
ronment.

The World Trade Organization, OECD, IMF, International Ener‐
gy Agency and World Bank all have a definition of what constitutes
a fossil fuel subsidy. However, at her appearance, Ms. Lavery of
Export Development Canada did not appear to have a definition.

I spoke about this earlier with one of the representatives from the
Department of Finance. Is there a definition in Canada that applies
across the board, to all departments and Crown corporations?

I would ask you to answer the question quickly, please, because I
only have two and a half minutes.

● (1225)

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: Once again, I would like to clarify. If
you look up the definition of the word "subsidy,” basically, I think
most people agree that the reference point is the World Trade Orga‐
nization's definition. This has already been discussed. Starting from
that definition of the word "subsidy,” the second step is to apply it
more specifically to fossil fuels.

Ms. Monique Pauzé: I want to know if, yes or no, the same def‐
inition applies to all relevant departments.

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: At the federal level, we have not yet
established or published...

Ms. Monique Pauzé: All right, you haven't done it yet. I'll stop
you right there—

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: —a definition of what constitutes a
fossil fuel subsidy that would apply to all departments. This is the
exercise we are currently undertaking.

Ms. Monique Pauzé: Very well.

My next question is for representatives of the Department of the
Environment.

There is little news about the Sustainable Finance Action Coun‐
cil set up in the summer of 2021. It will be a year old soon.

Are there any public documents on your work?
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[English]
Ms. Hilary Geller: I suspect the establishment of the sustainable

finance action council is what is being referred to here. The answer
is, yes, they have submitted a report and there will be others com‐
ing. I believe that the report I'm referring to is on the website.

They have regular meetings. They have a work plan—
[Translation]

Ms. Monique Pauzé: I'll stop you there, as I have one last ques‐
tion to ask.

The commissioner criticized the half measures, the lack of trans‐
parency and, at times, the refusal to give him documents, as was the
case in 2017.

I asked the commissioner about the $5 billion invested to ad‐
vance the international fight against climate change. He was unable
to answer me because it falls under Global Affairs Canada.

Is there a mechanism to track these funds and ensure that they
are actually going to organizations working to address climate
change?

The Chair: You have 10 seconds at most to answer the question.
[English]

Ms. Hilary Geller: Thanks.

I was referring to the domestic work on sustainable finance. I'm
aware that the international work, which is also referred to as “sus‐
tainable finances”, is different. We'll have to get back to the com‐
mittee with an answer to that question.

The Chair: Thank you, Ms. Geller.

Ms. Collins.
Ms. Laurel Collins: Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Section 23 of the Canadian Net-Zero Emissions Accountability
Act has still not come into force. That's the one about financial re‐
porting requirements.

When I asked about this before, the answer provided by ECCC
was, “The provision will come into force on a date that will be
fixed by the Governor in Council. This will ensure that the govern‐
ment is prepared to act on the obligation.”

The rest of the act has been enforced for almost a year now. Why
isn't the government prepared to act on this financial reporting obli‐
gation?

Ms. Hilary Geller: I'm afraid I don't have any information for
the committee on this point. We'll have to discuss with our col‐
leagues and get back to the committee.

Ms. Laurel Collins: Could I request that you send something in
writing, ideally something more fulsome than the answer I got last
time, which I just quoted back?

Ms. Hilary Geller: We'll do our best.
Ms. Laurel Collins: Thank you.

We've talked a little bit about CCUS. I'm deeply concerned that
the government is proposing to give billions of dollars to subsidize
these projects, especially because oil companies can count twice the

reduction from these projects against their other climate obliga‐
tions.

Can you confirm that these subsidies in the budget will not over‐
lap and be double-counted in other programs and credit-generating
initiatives, which are supposed to actually lower carbon emissions,
like the clean fuel standard, for example?

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: I am not in a position to confirm this
at this point. The finalization of the legislation on this program is
ongoing.

Ms. Laurel Collins: Okay, if you're not able to confirm that....
They are overlapping. The clean fuel standard was originally sup‐
posed to generate almost 30 megatonnes of reductions. Now, based
on the modelling just released by the Pembina Institute, Canada
will be lucky to see a three-megatonne reduction—that's 10 times
less—because of this kind of double-dipping.

Are you aware that other jurisdictions—Quebec for example—
expressly prohibit these kinds of double-counting schemes? Why
aren't the clean fuel standard regulations being designed to elimi‐
nate this kind of double counting?
● (1230)

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: I can confirm that I am aware of the
Quebec system, which also is tied to the California system, I be‐
lieve. The California system prevents credits generated from export
fuels, or in the case of California, fuel not finally used in Canada, to
access that clean fuel standard market. We are aware of that.

With respect to your other question in the Canadian context, that
would be a question for ECCC. I don't think my colleague, Hilary,
is necessarily in a position to answer either. My understanding is
that each of us is working on finalizing the CFS regulations.

The Chair: We'll have to go to Mr. Mazier.
Mr. Dan Mazier (Dauphin—Swan River—Neepawa, CPC):

Thank you, Chair.

The Government of Saskatchewan provided a letter to the com‐
mittee on fossil fuel subsidies, expressing a concern with the “lack
of any federal engagement”.

How many of Canada's oil and gas producing provinces did the
government consult with when looking into defining and eliminat‐
ing fossil fuel subsidies?

Ms. Hilary Geller: Again, the work that's happened to date has
largely been on the tax side, so I'll turn to Mio.

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: Thank you, Hilary.

On the tax side, we have to understand that these measures are
announced typically through budgets. Like any tax measure, the
way consultation is done at the minimum is, once the proposal is
announced, the department enters into some consultation mode, of‐
ten through what we call our summer release, which is the draft
legislation being released during the summer, in addition to gener‐
ally receiving any feedback following a budget announcement, in‐
cluding any feedback from provinces. Depending on the measure,
there could be some consultation done before the fact, but that's not
necessarily always the case.
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Mr. Dan Mazier: Could you provide the committee with any in‐
formation related to what Canada's oil and gas producing provinces
recommended to the federal government on this matter?

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: I'm sorry. When you say on this mat‐
ter, what...?

Mr. Dan Mazier: After your consultation, could you follow up?
What kinds of conversations have you had so far, and could you
provide that feedback from the provinces to the federal govern‐
ment?

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: On defining an efficient fossil fuel
subsidy...?

Mr. Dan Mazier: On defining and eliminating fossil fuel subsi‐
dies.

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: As I said, on eliminating fossil fuel
subsidies, that's done through the budget process. We advise the
Minister of Finance, the government makes its decision and then
it's announced through the budget process. What happens is that of‐
ten it's not necessarily counted as an official consultation that is be‐
ing made, but we are, within the tax policy branch, meeting and al‐
ways ready to meet with stakeholders. That's part of the process. In
addition to that, there's a release of the draft legislation in the sum‐
mer, through which we collect information.

I'm not sure I'm going to be able to tease out specific information
received from provinces across all of that process, so I cannot
promise this committee to provide something specific on this.

Mr. Dan Mazier: An IISD report classified funding for a diesel-
generating station in a northern Ontario first nation as a fossil fuel
subsidy. Could the department provide the committee with informa‐
tion on how the federal government has financially supported
diesel-generating stations in remote and indigenous communities
since 2015?

Ms. Hilary Geller: Nada, do you want to take the "off diesel"
question, perhaps?

Ms. Nada Vrany: Yes. What I would say on that is that the de‐
partment definitely has a program and is working with communi‐
ties. I can provide additional information. I just don't have it at
hand, but I could definitely follow up in writing on that question.

Mr. Dan Mazier: That would be great. Thank you.

Can the department provide the committee with a list of all fi‐
nancial incentives, tax measures and loan programs the federal gov‐
ernment offers businesses and organizations in Canada to reduce
their greenhouse gas emissions?

Ms. Hilary Geller: We can provide a list of programs and in‐
vestment opportunities that have been announced through the gov‐
ernment's various climate plans that are available to the provinces
and territories.
● (1235)

Mr. Dan Mazier: That's specifically to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, which is the objective of this reduction in taxes.

Ms. Hilary Geller: That's correct.
Mr. Dan Mazier: Thank you.

As you know, the United States included enhanced oil recovery
in their tax credit for CCUS. Why did the government not include
enhanced oil recovery in their CCUS tax credit?

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: The objective of the CCUS tax credit
is to create a real incentive for large emitters to invest in that tech‐
nology sooner than later, in order to advance potential emission re‐
ductions to reach objectives sooner.

The objective was to have an incremental effect of 15 mega‐
tonnes by 2030, so that is the primary objective. At the same time,
there was a concern that providing the technology for enhanced oil
recovery would also create incentives for incremental production of
oil and gas.

The Chair: Which makes it a fossil fuel subsidy....

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: Potentially it would have. It would po‐
tentially change the assessment.

The Chair: Thank you.

Mr. Duguid, you are next.

Mr. Terry Duguid (Winnipeg South, Lib.): Thank you, Mr.
Chair.

Thanks to our witnesses and to colleagues for their great ques‐
tions.

Mr. Chair, I'm going to refer to this excellent brief from the Li‐
brary of Parliament. In it, I observed the various definitions of
“subsidy”, from WTO, IMF, International Energy Agency and
World Bank. Let me quote from the Canadian Climate Institute's
2022 report. I'd like a comment from Ms. Geller, or anyone else
who would like to comment.

Rather than being caught up in definitional issues, the authors
advise that, Canadians should focus on “whether existing and pro‐
posed government measures support or hinder the private invest‐
ment needed to drive Canada's long-term success through the glob‐
al low-carbon transition.”

Ms. Geller, does that statement resonate with you?

Isn't that what is really guiding our approach to the emissions re‐
duction plan? I think you'd agree that we have to keep our eye on
the ball. I don't think the atmosphere cares how we do it, just that
we get those emissions down. Have we not in fact made a decision,
particularly on carbon capture and underground storage, that it is
not an inefficient subsidy, because we have endorsed that ap‐
proach?

As a side comment to my prairie colleagues, the Government of
Saskatchewan has been calling for support for CCUS for the better
part of a decade now, going back to Premier Wall. That's one thing I
do agree with Premier Wall on.

Ms. Geller, I wonder if you'd have a comment on that.

Ms. Hilary Geller: Thank you very much.
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We read the institute's report with interest. It had a very helpful
series of suggestions for how to think about where the government
might want to continue spending in support of the transition to a
net-zero economy by 2050 with a reliable, clean, safe energy sup‐
ply for Canadians. By definition, what that means is that the gov‐
ernment will decide that, at certain points in time, it will keep in‐
vesting in the transition of the fossil fuel sector. The CCUS tax
credit is one example of that, which the committee has heard a lot
about.

We did note with interest that other countries that have gone be‐
fore us in fulfilling their G20 commitments basically adopted a
similar approach. They looked at the list of fossil fuel subsidies
they may have, and then they pointed to the ones that they didn't
feel fit anymore in the context of their national interest. I think
what the committee has been hearing, at a high level, is that Canada
should do the same.

Mr. Terry Duguid: Mr. Chair, my next question is to Ms. Vrany.

We've heard a lot about the 45Q tax incentive, a tax credit in the
United States. While there are some differences in our approach, as
has already been pointed out—and I may have to ask you to specu‐
late here—would not having the tax incentive here in Canada put
our energy sector at a competitive disadvantage?

Again, referring to the just transition and transitioning to that
new future that I think many of us support, perhaps you could spec‐
ulate on what would happen if we hadn't brought in the tax incen‐
tive. Would that investment go south and leave our industries at a
competitive disadvantage?
● (1240)

Ms. Nada Vrany: I'm afraid I cannot speculate, but I can tell you
that, in discussions with industry, with companies in the oil and gas
sector, this tax credit was very important.

I'm sure that the committee is aware of the oil sands pathways
initiative. They've outlined a plan to get to 2030 and to 2050. It's a
big heavy lift to get to 2030, and this tax credit is really impor‐
tant—as they say to us—to get there.

The Chair: Thank you.
Ms. Nada Vrany: It's not my speculation. It's from them.
The Chair: Thank you.

Before the next round, I'm going to ask if there is a desire to con‐
tinue beyond one o'clock. I'll ask for a motion to adjourn and see
where that goes. I don't sense a big desire to go beyond one o'clock,
to be honest with you, but we'll see what happens at one o'clock.

So that I can gauge the time for the next round, is there a sense
that we want to go beyond one o'clock? No. Okay.

On this round, then, we'll have to cut the time a bit, so I'm going
to go three, three, two, two, three, three.

Mr. Carrie, you have three minutes. Go ahead, please.
Mr. Colin Carrie: Thanks, Mr. Chair.

I have another question along the same line as Ms. Collins's and
Madame Pauzé's.

Ms. Geller, we know environment is the overreaching driver
here, and you're in charge of the strategy. The Auditor General said
that you don't really have a definition of what an inefficient fossil
fuel subsidy is, and we've been trying to get a little bit of clarity on
that. This is what this study is all about.

From a strategic standpoint, how can you eliminate a subsidy if
you can't define it?

Ms. Hilary Geller: This was a point made by the Climate Insti‐
tute in the report that was just referred to as well: that perhaps try‐
ing to define words is not getting us where we need to go. What we
need to do is look at government spending in the fossil fuel sector
and its role—

Mr. Colin Carrie: I know, but if we can't better define it.... The
government has had seven years, Madam Geller. You can hear the
frustration in my voice. I'm not frustrated with you, but it's 2022,
and industry needs certainty. Ms. Collins, Ms. Pauzé and I are just
trying to find out. It's been seven years, and we can't come up with
a definition of what an inefficient subsidy is. You said there are on‐
going consultations.

Maybe a better question would be whether you could provide to
the committee the results of the consultations you've already done
and whether you are perhaps able to give us an idea of the date on
which you actually started the consultations. I am worried about the
billions of dollars of investment that we're losing. Industry does
need certainty, and I know they want to work with the government.

Ms. Hilary Geller: Yes. Thank you.

We can provide information on the consultations that were held
in 2019, but perhaps I'll try it this way. The government, I think,
can be clear on what an inefficient fossil fuel subsidy is not, and
that was outlined in the G20 commitment itself, which talked about
dramatic GHG reductions, renewables and clean energy. I think it's
important to keep that in mind as well.

Mr. Colin Carrie: Yes, it's good to keep it in mind. Unfortunate‐
ly, industry needs certainty.

As I was saying, in Ontario we are losing.... Two hundred and
fifty thousand jobs in the energy sector have really traditionally re‐
lied on the oil sands and the energy sector. We do pipe. We do
valves. We do computers. They're all good-quality union jobs that
keep people at work, and these investments are competitive interna‐
tionally.

I don't think I have much more time left, but have we ever had a
WTO challenge on these inefficient subsidies? Do we have some‐
thing to worry about?

● (1245)

The Chair: Could we have a yes or no? Then we'll go to Mr.
Weiler.

Have we ever had a challenge at the WTO on the definition of
subsidies?
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Ms. Hilary Geller: We would need to get confirmation from our
colleagues at—

The Chair: At trade...yes.
Ms. Hilary Geller: It's the work of the lawyers.
Mr. Colin Carrie: Thank you very much.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.
The Chair: Thank you, Ms. Geller.

Mr. Weiler.
Mr. Patrick Weiler (West Vancouver—Sunshine Coast—Sea

to Sky Country, Lib.): Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I'd also like to thank our witnesses for joining our committee to‐
day.

My first question is for the Department of Finance.

There was a question earlier about how we're getting rid of the
flow-through shares for oil, gas and coal exploration and produc‐
tion this year. I am hoping you can give me an example of other tax
measures that are currently in place that may be considered ineffi‐
cient fossil fuel subsidies.

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: Where we stand currently is that we
believe the nine measures identified using the approach we used up
until recently—not presuming the outcome of the current frame‐
work analysis we're doing with ECCC—that we by now have elim‐
inated or announced that we will eliminate, because it is still a pro‐
posal.... Those nine were identified through the tax expenditure, so
in our tax system, and are considered to be supporting the produc‐
tion or the consumption of fossil fuels.

Mr. Patrick Weiler: Which ones have not already been elimi‐
nated and are currently in place? Could you give us an example of
one?

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: Do you mean ones that are still in the
phase-out? Although the elimination has been announced, they may
still be in a phase-out. Is that what you're suggesting?

Mr. Patrick Weiler: I'm not asking about ones that are already
phasing out, but the ones that are still in place that haven't been tar‐
geted for phasing out.

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: As I said, where we stand now, we
think that we've phased out or announced a phase-out of all of
them. If you look at our tax expenditure report, there's a specific
section there that mentions the tax expenditures that are supporting
the fossil fuel sector. All of them have either been already phased
out or are in the process of being phased out.

Mr. Patrick Weiler: Thank you very much.

I have a quick question for ECCC and NRCan. How does
Canada's proposed CCUS tax credit compare with the level of sup‐
port offered by Norway and the Netherlands?

Ms. Hilary Geller: I can't answer that question. I don't know if
that is a finance question or for Nada.

Ms. Nada Vrany: I wonder if finance could answer that.

Thank you.

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: I'm not 100% sure I can give the an‐
swer to that.

What I can say is that it's a bit difficult to directly compare, be‐
cause the nature of the support was different, I believe. My under‐
standing is that, in Norway, the support was getting up to probably
around two-thirds. Again, the support we are proposing is an up‐
front, refundable, investment tax credit that has a 50% rate of cap‐
ture and 37.5% rate on transport and injection.

[Translation]

The Chair: Ms. Pauzé, you have the floor for two minutes.

Ms. Monique Pauzé: Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I have two questions.

Can the federal government use the money saved by eliminating
fossil fuel subsidies—nine was the number given earlier—to fund a
just transition? Is this feasible, yes or no?

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: Eliminating a tax measure causes a re‐
duction of tax revenues. Since these are tax measures, that money is
returned directly into the consolidated fund, and any other measures
that support renewable energy would be funded from the govern‐
ment's consolidated fund.

Ms. Monique Pauzé: So there is no—

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: There is no direct link between the
two, but the answer is yes.

Ms. Monique Pauzé: All right.

I'm going back to the carbon capture and storage tax credit.

We know that after five years, the companies that use it must un‐
dergo an initial audit. Earlier, I spoke to you about transparency
problems. If a company benefitted from the tax credit for five years
and wasn't transparent, it could have diverted funds from the sub‐
sidy program. Are there any penalties in such a case?

● (1250)

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: I would like to distinguish between
two things.

You are correct, an evaluation occurs every five years. As an‐
nounced in the budget, and as we will see in the upcoming bill, if
the captured carbon is not permanently stored, be it in the soil or
concrete, for example, and the credit served to produce oil instead,
the company will have to pay back the portion of the credit used for
non-eligible purposes. So there would be a reimbursement.

The Chair: Perfect. That answers one question, in any case.

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: The second—

The Chair: Unfortunately, you will have to stop there, Mr. Jo‐
vanovic.
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[English]

Ms. Collins, you have two minutes.
Ms. Laurel Collins: Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Going back quickly to the clean fuel standard, you said that you
couldn't answer the question about double-dipping. Can you tell me
why you're not able to answer that question?

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: First of all, I'm not in a position to an‐
swer it because ECCC is responsible for the regulations.

Ms. Laurel Collins: Could we go to ECCC? Why haven't the
clean fuel standard regulations been designed to eliminate doubled
accounting to achieve real reductions, not just paper ones?

Ms. Hilary Geller: My colleague John Moffet, who I think is
well known to the committee, is the ADM in charge of this file.

Unfortunately, I'm not in a position to speak to it.
Ms. Laurel Collins: Okay.

Maybe then going back to some of my colleagues' questions
about the peer review, I see that Canada is years behind schedule in
its peer review. The last we heard was that Canada was starting the
process of doing a self-review. Can you give a quick update on
when we can expect the self-review, at least, and ideally also a
timeline for the peer review to be done?

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: I can answer that.

As I said previously, the end goal here would be to have the final
self-review—

Ms. Laurel Collins: I understand that the deadline is the end of
2023, but I'm just curious about the self-review.

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: Yes, I'm getting there.

As I was saying, that's the end goal. We have to understand what
the steps are before that. To get to the self-review report to give
enough time to get and to do the—

Ms. Laurel Collins: Do you have a date you can give me?
Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: —international peer review, we proba‐

bly need a few months before that. Therefore, we're probably aim‐
ing for the summer of next year at least to get to that December
2023 deadline.

Ms. Laurel Collins: You're aiming for the self-review to be done
in the summer of next year?

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: That would be the aim in order to get
to the—

Ms. Laurel Collins: Okay.
The Chair: We have to go to Mr. Dreeshen now.

Mr. Dreeshen, you have three minutes.
Mr. Earl Dreeshen: Thank you very much.

The library researchers have done a great job bringing some in‐
formation to us. Of course, they discuss some of our G20 commit‐
ments at COP26. I really think one of the key things, and one of the
key statements they made, was that “Definitions of fossil fuel sub‐
sidies vary, and each country has the flexibility to interpret its G20
commitment in accordance with its national circumstances.” Also,

they talk about “rapidly scaling up the deployment of clean power
generation and energy efficiency measures”, including getting rid
of the coal aspect, and once again dealing with national circum‐
stances.

My basic question is why we are, a country that has fantastic re‐
search and amazing natural resources.... What sense of pride do we
feel to be the most aggressive in this particular situation? It takes
me four hours to fly from Ottawa to Calgary. If you live north of
the 49th, you realize there's a different world up there. Why does
this government, and your departments, feel it is so necessary to be
so aggressive in that regard?

Secondly, and finally, with the investment tax credit of 30% for
clean technologies, what types of technologies are you really defin‐
ing as clean? As I've mentioned before, if you're going to flood
massive tracts of land for hydro power, there's an environmental
impact. All types of energy sources have an environmental impact.
When are we going to talk about the realities of everything that
happens in this country before we throw ourselves at the mercy of a
bunch of folks at the next COP meeting?

● (1255)

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: Maybe I can start with the last part of
your question.

Again, we will need to engage with experts to determine the
technologies that would end up qualifying for the up-to-30% credit
that's been announced in the budget. The focus will likely be on
net-zero technologies, including battery storage solutions and clean
hydrogen—for instance, green hydrogen—to give you some ideas
there.

Mr. Earl Dreeshen: Again, I agree, but we're simply taking a
more aggressive point. That was my position. We should be looking
at what all Canadians have at their fingertips and what we do,
rather than feeling embarrassed about having the greatest riches in
the world and the greatest technology to get it to the world so that
we can help.

I cede my time.

The Chair: Mr. Longfield, you're batting cleanup here.

Mr. Lloyd Longfield (Guelph, Lib.): Thank you, Mr. Chair and
Mr. Dreeshen.

This study has been on fossil fuel subsidies. We did get a sum‐
mary indicating that all nine subsidies that have been identified
have either been eliminated or are being scheduled to be eliminat‐
ed. I'd like to go back to NRCan and ECCC on the tax treatments,
which I know aren't subsidies, on whether we've modelled the tax
treatments of carbon capture and storage, and whether increasing
the stringency of regulations make it economically viable to keep
production in Canada, given some tax advantages, versus shutting it
down altogether and having leakage go to other countries.
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Ms. Hilary Geller: I apologize, as I'm not sure I'm 100% clear
on the question.

Mr. Lloyd Longfield: I think Mr. Jovanovic might know where
I'm going on that one.

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: I can try to answer that. I believe what
you're suggesting here is the nature of the trade-off between ensur‐
ing that we're still competitive in this area while ensuring that we're
meeting our environmental objective in a way.

Mr. Lloyd Longfield: That's correct.
Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: The role of the investment in CCUS is

actually a good example of this approach because, maybe on the
one hand, you can say, we do have this output- based pricing sys‐
tem for large emitters with a given stringency that will increase
over time. I cannot speak to it. That's more for ECCC, but it's there.
At the same time, we have this investment tax credit that encour‐
ages these same players to invest in a technology that would help
reduce their emissions.

As for where these both meet, I would explain the existence of
both as follows: With respect to the level of stringency, the concern
is that you have to increase stringency in a manner that's not too
harsh on the sector such that it affects employment, for instance.
That's one thing to calibrate this properly, which leads to your argu‐
ment about international competitiveness. On the ITC side, they're
actually to encourage those who can, those who have access to
technologies, to actually implement those sooner rather than later.
Even if they may already meet their regulatory obligations under
the OBPS, we want them to go further and more quickly. That's
the—

Mr. Lloyd Longfield: The tax credit does not include enhanced
oil recovery.

Mr. Miodrag Jovanovic: Exactly. It does not.
The Chair: Thank you.

Thank you to the witnesses.

I'm going to ask if there's a motion to adjourn, but before I do, I
just want to mention that on Tuesday, in addition to going over the
first draft of the report on nuclear waste, we're going to start by giv‐
ing drafting instructions to the analysts for this particular study, the
fossil fuels subsidy study.

Do I have a motion to adjourn?
Mr. Colin Carrie: Could I just make a quick point of order, Mr.

Chair?

Could I just confirm that the department will provide the com‐
mittee with the estimates and the consultations with industry and
provinces on how eliminating fossil fuel subsidies or related tax
measures would impact fossil fuel production, greenhouse gas
emissions, employment, investments and our competitiveness inter‐
nationally?

I did ask those questions and I believe we weren't able to get the
answers to them. Thank you.
● (1300)

The Chair: I believe Ms. Geller said they were going to get you
some information on the consultation.

I don't want to put words in your mouth, Ms. Geller.
Ms. Hilary Geller: We are able to provide information on the

consultation that we held in 2019. It won't necessarily have all of
the elements the member is referring to, but it will be complete in
terms of what we did in 2019.

The Chair: Okay. Thank you.
Mr. Colin Carrie: Thank you very much, Ms. Geller.
The Chair: There is a motion to adjourn.

I don't see any objection, so I'll assume there's unanimous con‐
sent.

(Motion agreed to)
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